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One important challenge of applying deep learning to electronic health records (EHR) is the complexity of their multimodal structure. EHR usually contains a mixture of structured (codes) and unstructured (free-text) data with sparse
and irregular longitudinal features – all of which doctors utilize when making decisions. In the deep learning regime, determining how different modality representations should be
fused together is a difficult problem, which is often addressed
by handcrafted modeling and intuition. In this work, we extend state-of-the-art neural architecture search (NAS) methods
and propose MUltimodal Fusion Architecture SeArch (MUFASA) to simultaneously search across multimodal fusion
strategies and modality-specific architectures for the first time.
We demonstrate empirically that our MUFASA method outperforms established unimodal NAS on public EHR data with
comparable computation costs. In addition, MUFASA produces architectures that outperform Transformer and Evolved
Transformer. Compared with these baselines on CCS diagnosis
code prediction, our discovered models improve top-5 recall
from 0.88 to 0.91 and demonstrate the ability to generalize to
other EHR tasks. Studying our top architecture in depth, we
provide empirical evidence that MUFASA’s improvements are
derived from its ability to both customize modeling for each
data modality and find effective fusion strategies.
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Heart Rate: 71
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Day 3
... she was having
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and breathing ...

Figure 1: An illustrative example of a patient’s record. It
contains multiple feature modalities, including categorical
features, continuous features and clinical notes across time.

Introduction
In recent years, hospitals have begun adopting electronic
health record (EHR) systems (Adler-Milstein et al. 2015).
This digitization of large amounts of medical data offers
an unprecedented opportunity for deep learning to improve
healthcare, such as by predicting diagnoses (Lipton et al.
2015; Miotto et al. 2016), reducing healthcare costs (Bates
et al. 2014; Krumholz 2014), and modeling the temporal correlation among medical events (Che et al. 2018; Xue et al.
2020). However, EHR data’s intrinsic longitudinal and multimodal nature adds distinct complexity that is absent from
common academic datasets, such as ImageNet and WMT,
that are often used to develop machine learning models.
Reflecting the complexity of real-world medical information, EHR data contains multiple modalities, both structured
(codes and labs) and unstructured (free-text) (Figure 1). For
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instance, EHR usually contains: (1) contextual features, such
as patient age and sex; (2) longitudinal categorical features,
such as procedure codes, medication codes, and condition
codes; (3) longitudinal continuous features, such as blood
pressure, body temperature, and heart rate; and (4) longitudinal free-text clinical notes, which are often lengthy and
contain a lot of medical terminology. These data types differ
not only in feature spaces and dimensionalities, but also in
data generation processes and measurement frequencies. For
example, lab tests and procedures are ordered at the physician’s discretion, while blood pressure and body temperature
can be monitored on an hourly basis.
Synthesizing complimentary information across these multiple modalities allows doctors to make higher quality decisions. For instance, lab tests (continuous features) provide
detailed information about a patient’s physiological condition, while diagnosis codes (categorical features) capture
a system-level view of the patient’s state. These modalities
have complex interactions; for example, a patient’s lab results
and diagnoses should be considered when trying to predict
what effect a blood pressure medication would have on them.
Doctors consider this diverse data, as well as previous doctors’ notes, when making decisions. Thus, modeling these
modalities jointly has strong machine learning potential, but
needs to be done with care, as adding modalities naively risks

making overall model performance worse (Ramachandram
and Taylor 2017; Baltrušaitis, Ahuja, and Morency 2018).
Three questions that guide multimodal modeling are: (1)
What model architecture best suits a given modality? For
example, convolutional architectures are commonly applied
to images, while recurrent neural networks are typically used
for temporal data. These decisions are usually based on researchers’ intuitions. (2) Which modalities should be fused
together? “Fusion” refers to the joint modeling of multiple
modalities at once by combining their feature embeddings;
popular deep learning fusion operations include addition and
concatenation. An example policy is given by Neverova et al.
(2015), who argue that highly correlated modalities should
be fused together. (3) When we do perform modality fusion,
at what point in modeling should it occur? Available fusion
strategies are data-level or early fusion (Valada et al. 2016;
Rajkomar et al. 2018); intermediate-level or hybrid fusion
(Liang et al. 2014; Liu et al. 2014); and classifier-level or late
fusion (Kahou et al. 2016; Simonyan and Zisserman 2014)
(See Figure 2 for an example of each strategy).
Thus far, these questions have been addressed by expert
hand-designed architectures, which vary from task to task.
In this work, we aim to create a generalizable framework
to automatically perform this multimodal modeling without
meticulous human design. To do this, we look towards neural
architecture search (NAS) (Yao 1999), which has recently
produced state-of-the-art results on academic datasets (Real
et al. 2019). However, existing NAS works have primarily
focused on unimodal data, and so our focus on applying
these techniques to real-world EHR data requires us to offer
solutions to tackle the complexities of multimodality.
We propose MUltimodal Fusion Architecture SeArch
(MUFASA), which expands the contemporary NAS paradigm
to simultaneously optimize multimodal fusion strategies;
that is, we jointly search for multiple independent modalityspecific architectures, as well as the fusion strategy to combine those architectures at the right representation level. We
base our searched models on the Transformer (Vaswani et al.
2017) because recent works have shown it can implicitly
leverage EHR’s internal structure (Choi et al. 2018, 2019).
Our experimental results show that our discovered MUFASA
models outperform Transformer, Evolved Transformer, RNN
variants, and models discovered using traditional NAS, on
public EHR data. Specifically, compared with Transformer
on Clinical Classifications Software (CCS) diagnosis code
prediction, MUFASA architectures improve test set top-5
recall from 0.8756 to 0.9075. In addition, we empirically
demonstrate that MUFASA outperforms unimodal NAS by
customizing each modality specifically – an ability not available to traditional NAS. Comparing search performance with
unimodal NAS on the CCS task, MUFASA improves validation top-5 recall from 0.9025 to 0.9134 with comparable
search costs. What’s more, MUFASA architectures demonstrate more effective transfer to ICD-9, a different EHR task
that we do not search on directly. Our contributions are summarized as follows:
• MUFASA, the first multimodal NAS that jointly optimizes
fusion strategy and modality-specific architectures.

• A novel search space that jointly searches unique architectures for distinct modalities and the best strategies to fuse
those architectures at the right representation level.
• Empirical evidence demonstrating that MUFASA is superior to traditional NAS for EHR data with comparable
computation costs. This includes showing that MUFASA
architectures indeed achieve improvements by customizing
modeling for each modality.

Related Works
Recently, machine learning researchers have begun to leverage the multimodal nature of EHR to improve prediction
performance (Shin et al. 2019). Xu et al. (2018) use both continuous patient monitoring data, such as electrocardiograms,
and discrete clinical events to better forecast the length of
ICU stays. Qiao et al. (2019) propose multimodal attentional
neural networks to combine information from medical codes
and clinical notes, which improves diagnosis prediction. As
highlighted by these authors, there are few works integrating streaming and discrete EHR data (Xu et al. 2018), or
clinical text and discrete EHR data (Qiao et al. 2019). Our
work focuses on integrating clinical notes, continuous data,
and discrete data all together. Additionally, in contrast to
these manually designed multimodal architectures, we explore NAS to automatically learn architectures that leverage
the multimodal nature of EHR.
Our work also builds upon neural architecture search
(NAS). Recent results shows that automatically designed
deep learning models can achieve state-of-the-art performance on academic benchmarks (Zoph and Le 2016; Real
et al. 2019), as well as offer practical usage (Tan and Le
2019). One-shot NAS methods (Bender et al. 2018) attempt
to radically reduce the amount of compute needed to run
searches by not training each candidate individually; here,
we use a relatively low compute task and so do not need
to employ these methods. Within this NAS field, our work
is most closely related to two others. The first is So, Liang,
and Le (2019), who apply NAS to search for a Transformer
architecture on NLP data. Our work differs in that we expand our search to include multimodal fusion strategies and
modality-specific architectures; in “Results” we compare our
search methodology to their unimodal setup and our resulting architectures to the product of their search, the Evolved
Transformer. The second comparable work is Pérez-Rúa et al.
(2019), who use architecture search to optimize multimodal
feature fusion in image classification models. However, they
use off-the-shelf pretrained models as building blocks and
only search over their fusion points. In contrast, we are the
first work to jointly optimize multimodal fusion strategies
and modality-specific architectures together; this allows us
to not only optimize how modalities are fused, but also the
type of deep learning computation applied to each modality.
Additionally, our focus is on sequence models for EHR data,
not convolution-based models for images.

Methods
In this section, we briefly describe evolutionary NAS (Real
et al. 2019) and the building blocks of our search space. We
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Figure 2: Example of different fusion strategies using a Transformer base architecture. In each depiction, yellow represents
modeling only applied to Mode 1, green Mode 2, and purple Mode 3. Red represents modeling applied to all three modes jointly.
also describe MUFASA, our main methodological contribution.

Evolutionary Neural Architecture Search
We use the tournament selection evolutionary architecture
search algorithm proposed by Real et al. (2019). In this framework, candidate architectures are represented as the gene
encodings of individuals; see “Architecture Blocks” for a
description of these encodings. An initial population is created of random or pseudo-random individuals; in our case we
use the warm-start NAS method (So, Liang, and Le 2019)
by seeding the initial population with a known strong architecture, the Transformer. From there, evolution begins by
assigning every individual in the population a fitness. These
fitnesses are determined by building the architectures described by each individual’s gene encoding and training the
resulting models on training data. The models are then evaluated on validation data to determine the individuals’ fitnesses.
Once fitnesses are assigned, a tournament is conducted by
sampling T random individuals from the population and selecting the one with the highest fitness to be a parent. This
parent is mutated, with its gene encoding fields randomly
changed according to a mutation rate, to produce a child. The
child is assigned a fitness in the same fashion as the parent.
Then another tournament is conducted by sampling T random individuals from the population and having the one with
the lowest fitness killed, meaning removed from the population. The newly created and evaluated child is then added
to the population in the killed individual’s place. This cycle
of child creation and weak individual removal is repeated,
creating a population of high fitness individuals, which for
NAS means strongly performing architectures.

MUFASA
To adapt to multimodal data, we reformulate the NAS search
space to also include fusion strategy search. To do this, instead of searching for a single architecture, we search for
several architectures simultaneously: one for each individual
data modality and a special fusion architecture that is responsible for fusing data modalities together and performing
further processing. Put formally, the standard NAS objective
10534

is to find an optimal neural network function (architecture)
fA (x; θ), parameterized by weights θ, that transforms the
input x to a representation that is more amenable for a target
task. A majority of NAS work, which has focused on unimodal datasets, searches for a single monolithic f 0 . Likewise,
several EHR works treat modalities identically, combining
all M data modalities together via a simplistic combiner
function, such as vector concatenation (Lipton et al. 2015;
Rajkomar et al. 2018; Choi et al. 2016; Li et al. 2019), before
passing them to one cohesive model (early fusion):
fA (x; θ) = f 0 (concat(x0 , x1 , . . . xM −1 ); θ)
Here, we decompose our target architecture into a series of
modality architectures, gi , that are applied independently to
each corresponding ith data modality. We additionally define
h as the special fusion architecture that takes the outputs of
each gi and jointly transforms them into the final output:
fA (x; θ) = h(g0 (x0 ; θ0 ), . . . gM −1 (xM −1 ; θM −1 ); θh )
During search, MUFASA searches for the fusion architecture, h, and every modality architecture, gi (Figure 3). This
reformulates the search space, distinguishing MUFASA from
previous NAS works. The basis for this reformulation is the
notion that for complex data such as EHR, deep learning
transformations should be specific to their input modalities;
this is represented by the independent modality architectures.
As previously mentioned, EHR categorical features, continuous features and clinical notes have different data representations and generative processes; that they would each benefit
from distinct types of modeling is intuitive. Joint modeling
across modalities is also beneficial, but needs to be applied
at the right depth; the fusion architecture embodies this mentality.
In “Results”, we share empirical evidence that supports
these ideas that (i) distinct modeling for each modality is
beneficial, (ii) proper fusion strategy is critical to model performance, and (iii) the MUFASA search space is superior
to the unimodal NAS space for EHR data, when controlling
for search costs. The utility of MUFASA’s multi-architecture
search is its ability to jointly represent and search over several fusion strategies while performing regular architecture
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Figure 3: Standard NAS searches for a single unimodal architecture. MUFASA searches for independent architectures
for each data modality, as well as a Fusion Architecture to tie
those modal architectures together.
search. In the next subsection, we describe how we construct
architectures using typical NAS blocks. Note here that every
architecture can be reduced to an identity transformation or,
in the case of the fusion architecture, a simple concatenation
to perform early fusion. There is a shared parameter budget
for the entire model, but there is no explicit constraint on how
those parameters can be allocated.

Architecture Blocks
Similar to previous works, each of the architectures in our
search space is composed of blocks (Figure 5). Each block
receives two hidden state inputs and generates a new hidden
state output. The block is a computation unit that transforms
each input separately and then combines two transformed
outputs together to generate the final block output. The computation applied to each input is called a branch. The outputs
of both branches are combined via the ‘combiner function’.
The search space for a single block contains 1 block-level
search field (combiner function) and 5 branch-level search
fields (input, normalization, layers, output dimension, and activation) for each of the two branches (10 branch-level fields
total). ‘Input’ specifies which previously generated hidden
state will be fed into the branch.
Different from previous architecture search work, MUFASA defines two types of blocks, as depicted in Figure 5.
For modality-specific architecture blocks, only hidden states
10535

Figure 4: MUFASA example architecture that employs all
three fusion types. Mode 1 utilizes early fusion, as its modality architecture is an identity transformation and thus it is
fused with Mode 2 before it passes through any neural network (NN) layers. Mode 2 utilizes hybrid fusion, as it first
passes through its own non-identity modality architecture
before being fused with Mode 1 and transformed by the fusion architecture (in red). Mode 3 utilizes late fusion, as it
only receives processing through its independent modality
architecture, before being fused with the final output.

from the same modality can be inputs. For fusion architecture
blocks, both fusion architecture hidden states and modality
architecture states can be inputs. Fusion architecture blocks
are constructed after the modality-specific blocks have been
constructed. These input constraints ensure 1) an independent
set of blocks for each modality and 2) that the fusion architecture can access the modality architectures at any representation level, as described by the multi-architecture search
space in the previous section. Any orphaned hidden outputs
are then fused with the model output. A gene encoding for
a single block is represented as {left input, left normalization, left layer, left relative output dimension, left activation,
right input, right normalization, right layer, right relative
output dimension, right activation, combiner function}. In
total, MUFASA has a search space of 1.76 × 1023 models.
The fusion architecture can incorporate the modality architectures’ outputs at any point in its own architecture; for
instance, the fusion architecture can pass the Mode 1 output
through its very first neural network layer, and still delay
inclusion of the Mode 3 output until the final model layer.
It is through being able to freely adjust these two aspects of
architecture - parameter allocation and modality inclusion
points - that all multimodal fusion strategies can be expressed
and searched for via evolution. See Figure 4 for an example
of how early, hybrid, and late fusion are all achieved. Note,
not only can all fusion strategies be represented, but different
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Prediction Tasks Our experiments focus on two diagnosis
code prediction tasks at discharge time for each encounter:
• CCS: Predicting the primary Clinical Classifications
Software (CCS) diagnosis code (Elixhauser 1998). This
is a multiclass problem and each hospital encounter has
only one primary CCS code. Because there are over 250
possible diagnosis codes, we use top-5 recall (recall@5)
as the main evaluation metric.
• ICD-9: Predicting the International Classification of Diseases, 9th Revision (ICD-9) diagnosis code (Slee 1978).
This is a multilabel problem, as one hospital encounter
could have several of the 14,000 available ICD-9 diagnosis
codes. We use AUCPR as the main evaluation metric.
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Figure 5: Search block structure. In MUFASA, each modality
can access only the previous hidden states from that same
modality. The fusion architecture can access fusion architecture states, as well as states from the modality architectures.

fusion strategies can be assigned to different modalities. In
“Results” we detail the particularly interesting case in which
the strongest model we found using MUFASA applies two
different fusion strategies to the same modality (Figure 6).

Experiment Setup
Dataset and Prediction Tasks
Dataset We use the Medical Information Mart for Intensive Care (MIMIC-III) (Johnson et al. 2016) dataset. It contains single-center real-world EHR data for 53,423 hospital admissions, admitted to critical care units from 2001 to
2012. We represent patient’s medical histories in Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR) format (Mandel et al.
2016), as described by Rajkomar et al. (2018). After data preprocessing, we have 40,511 patients and 51,081 admissions.
For all tasks, data is randomly split into train, validation and
test sets in an 8 : 1 : 1 ratio.
Feature Modalities We use three feature modalities for
the sequence data: (1) Categorical sequence features, including diagnosis and procedure codes; medication request and
administration codes; and admission sources. (2) Continuous sequence features, including lab test results and vital
signs such as heart rate, respiratory rate, blood pressure, body
temperature, and sodium levels, when they are available. (3)
Free-text clinical notes. Before feeding this data to our models, we embed the categorical sequence features and clinical
notes (trained from scratch). We normalize continuous feature values to Z-scores using training set statistics and clamp
outliers 10 standard deviations away from the mean. For values that are missing at particular time steps, we use the last
observed value for that signal. The outputs of the searched
architectures constitute the sequence representations. After
concatenating these representations with additional context
features (such as age), we feed the output into dense layers
10536

Baseline Search Algorithms and Model
Architectures
The baseline models that we compare against are the original
Transformer (Vaswani et al. 2017), LSTMs (Rajkomar et al.
2018), attentional bidirectional LSTMs (Qiao et al. 2019)
and the Transformer NAS variant, the Evolved Transformer,
which was searched for on translation data. To demonstrate
the effectiveness of our MUFASA search method, we compare it against the same unimodal NAS setup that was used
by So, Liang, and Le (2019), but using our search space
vocabulary. This baseline NAS method is not amenable to
multimodal inputs and so we concatenate the inputs together
before feeding them into each candidate model, as is standard
practice in EHR literature (Lipton et al. 2015; Rajkomar et al.
2018; Choi et al. 2016; Li et al. 2019).

Architecture Search Configuration
We conduct architecture searches on MIMIC CCS. The
search configurations are almost identical for MUFASA and
our unimodal search baseline. Both employ the same search
space and tournament selection NAS algorithm as described
in “Methods”. Each search uses 200 CPU workers for evaluating candidate models asynchronously. The population size is
100 and the tournament size is 30. We independently mutate
each encoding field with a probability of 1.875% and uniform
randomly select its replacement from the possible vocabulary.
For each individual architecture search, we train 5000 child
models, which in every case appeared to reach convergence.
In both searches the parameters for candidate models were
not allowed to exceed 76 million. The total search times for
both unimodal NAS and MUFASA are approximately the
same: roughly 3 days. Unimodal NAS uses the early fusion
Transformer to warm-start the search. To control for maximum model depth, MUFASA uses the Transformer hybrid
fusion seed (Figure 2).

Results
MUFASA vs. Unimodal NAS
We first compare MUFASA to the equivalent unimodal NAS
setup on MIMIC CCS. All relevant configurations, such as
compute and hyperparameters, are identical for both searches.
We run each search three times and calculate the fitness mean
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Figure 6: Discovered model architectures from unimodal NAS and MUFASA on the MIMIC CCS task. The border color of each
node represents the type of function applied: yellow for normalization, red for nonlinearity, blue for neural network layer, and
green for branch combiner. The color shading for each node represents the data that flows through that node: green is continuous
features, purple is clinical notes, yellow is categorical data, and red is multimodal. For MUFASA, the color shading also indicates
which architecture the node is a part of; green, purple and yellow denote the independent modal architectures and red is the
fusion architecture. The MUFASA architecture is much more flexible in terms of what it can represent and applies unique neural
architectures to each data modality. In addition, MUFASA applies different fusion strategies to each modality. For example, the
continuous features are processed independently and are only joined with the other modalities at the very end via late fusion. The
clinical notes, on the other hand, are processed independently at first, but then are joined with categorical data and processed
jointly via hybrid fusion. The most interesting case is the categorical data architecture, which utilizes both hybrid and late fusion.
and standard deviation of the best models for each search
method. Compared with unimodal search, MUFASA improves CCS validation top-5 recall from 0.9025 (0.0041) to
0.9134 (0.0034); this improvement is statistically significant
under independent two-sample t-test with p-value threshold
0.05. Figures 6 depicts the best architectures from each of the
searches. Both architectures are substantially different from
the original Transformer seeds, but in very different ways.
The unimodal NAS output is “wider” than Transformer; it
utilizes several wide convolutions and at many points processes the same hidden state through parallel neural network
layers. Observing this pattern across multiple unimodal NAS
searches, we interpret this as the architecture creating multiple “perspectives” for the same concatenated input, as it
is unable to model the modalities individually. On the other
hand, the MUFASA architecture scarcely performs paral10537

lel computation on the same state, but substantially silos
the different modalities and assigns them each unique fusion
strategies. For example, the continuous features are processed
independently and are only joined with the other modalities
at the very end via late fusion. Clinical notes, on the other
hand, are processed independently at first, but then are joined
with categorical data and processed jointly via hybrid fusion.
The most interesting case is the categorical data architecture,
which utilizes both hybrid and late fusion.

Architecture Study
Having demonstrated that MUFASA generates better search
results than unimodal NAS, we now take a closer look at
the architecture it produced and explore what makes that
architecture effective. We begin with a comparison to other
architectures that have been applied to EHR data, as well

Model

Parameters

Recall@5

Perturbation

CCS Recall@5

LSTM
Bi-Attn LSTM

38.7M
42.7M

0.8715 (0.0256)
0.8506 (0.0028)

Tran Small (Early)
Tran Default (Early)
Tran Small (Hybrid)
Tran Default (Hybrid)
Tran Small (Late)
Tran Default (Late)

12.7M
24.5M
12.7M
24.7M
11.7M
24.8M

0.8338 (0.0020)
0.8340 (0.0051)
0.8744 (0.0021)
0.8756 (0.0039)
0.8727 (0.0041)
0.8740 (0.0025)

MUFASA Baseline
Forced Early Fusion
Shuffle
Partial (Categorical → Notes)
Partial (Notes → Categorical)

0.9075 (0.0021)
0.8608 (0.0019)
0.8829 (0.0008)
0.9013 (0.0052)
0.8941 (0.0008)

ET Small (Early)
ET Default (Early)
ET Small (Hybrid)
ET Default (Hybrid)

11.5M
25M
12.2M
24.6M

0.8372 (0.0032)
0.8315 (0.0030)
0.8722 (0.0042)
0.8711 (0.0035)

Unimodal NAS
MUFASA

12.4M
11.5M

0.8841(0.0019)
0.9075* (0.0021)

Table 2: Testing Independent Modality Modeling: Input perturbation experiments using MUFASA architecture.

Table 1: Test set performance comparison among different
model architectures (with different fusion strategies) for the
MIMIC CCS task. We use top-5 recall as the main evaluation
metric. We report the mean and standard deviation from 3
runs for each model, with individually tuned hyperparameters.
*
denotes that the improvement is statistically significant
under independent two-sample t-test with p-value threshold
0.05. “Tran” stands for Transformer. “ET” stands for Evolved
Transformer. “Bi-Attn” LSTM stands for Bidirectional and
Attentional LSTM.
as other NAS baselines including the Evolved Transformer
and our best unimodal NAS model (Table 1). Note that for
the Transformer baselines, which we run at both the default
Tensor2Tensor 2 layer size and a size comparable to those
found by the searches, fusion strategy has a big impact on
performance. Hybrid and late fusion are comparable, but
significantly outperform early fusion; fusion strategy being
key to model performance is one of the chief motivations
for this work. In fact, fusion strategy is so crucial that in
this particular case, early fusion performs worse than training on just categorical features or just clinical notes alone
(Table 3); this may be due to the lack of neural network layers that are capable of doing efficient computation across
disparate feature representations with different underlying
distributions. The model learned by unimodal NAS outperforms all other baselines that use early fusion; this illustrates
the power of EHR-specific modeling. By combining the benefits of both searching for a critically important fusion strategy
and modality-specific modeling, MUFASA produces an architecture that substantially outperforms all other baselines.
The question still stands, however, as to how tailored the
MUFASA architecture is to the individual EHR modalities;
its performance on the target task is clearly strong, but how
much of that comes from custom modeling for each data
modality? To test this, we train three models with the same
architecture but with alternative inputs, thereby highlighting
the importance of each data modality being fed into its optimized path (Table 2). First, we perform a forced early fusion,
whereby all input modalities are concatenated and fed into
10538

Modality

Recall@5

Categorical only
Continuous only
Notes only

0.8665 (0.0030)
0.7003 (0.0056)
0.8451 (0.0045)

Table 3: Single Modality Training: Transformer CCS training
on each modality in isolation.

all input paths; this eliminates the isolated modeling of each
modality. This experiment shows that the MUFASA architecture’s separate input processing is customized for each
individual modality; passing all modalities into every input
path together hurts performance. Second, we randomly shuffle the input modalities, passing each modality to a different
modality’s input path; specifically, categorical features are
fed into the continuous features path, continuous features are
fed into the clinical notes path, and clinical notes are fed into
the categorical features path. This maintains individual modeling for each modality, but changes that modeling from what
MUFASA designates, providing evidence that customized
modeling matters. Lastly, we strike a midway point between
the first two experiments by performing a partial early fusion,
adding just one modality to another modality’s input path;
we randomly try (I) adding categorical features to the clinical
notes input path and, in a separate training, (II) adding clinical notes to the categorical features path (for experimental
symmetry). Table 2 shows these improper input routings can
cause a statistically significant drop in quality. The only exception is Partial (Categorical→Notes); however, this is likely
because categorical features are stronger features than clinical
notes (Table 3), so having clinical notes “share” parameters
with categorical features is not as harmful. Note, this still supports the idea that modality-specific processing is sensitive,
as the mirrored “sharing”, Partial (Notes→Categorical), is
significantly worse. Jointly, these results confirm our hypothesis that MUFASA’s improvements come not only from its
independently modeling modalities, but also its customized
modeling specifically for those modalities.
To understand if the discovered MUFASA modeling is
effective beyond our target task, we test the generalizability
of our discovered architectures on the yet unseen ICD-9 task.
As shown in Table 4, MUFASA demonstrates a statistically
significant improvement over the strongest baseline model.
The unimodal NAS architecture also seems to generalize, outperforming the strongest early fusion baseline, but is unable
to improve over the hybrid fusion Transformer, highlighting

Model

Parameters

AUCPR

Tran Small (Early)
Tran Default (Hybrid)
Unimodal NAS
MUFASA

89.2M
101.3M
89M
86M

0.3047 (0.0009)
0.3273 (0.0012)
0.3200 (0.0016)
0.3327* (0.0009)

Baltrušaitis, T.; Ahuja, C.; and Morency, L.-P. 2018. Multimodal machine learning: A survey and taxonomy. IEEE
transactions on pattern analysis and machine intelligence
41(2): 423–443.

Table 4: Generalizability to ICD9 Task: Comparison between
baselines and the CCS-searched models transferred to ICD9. We train all the same models as in Table 1, using the
same methodology, but only present the strongest baselines.
*
denotes the improvement is statistically significant under
independent two-sample t-test with p-value threshold 0.05.
“Tran” stands for Transformer.
its limitations when fusion strategy plays an important role.

Conclusion
Effective modelling of EHR data has great potential to advance healthcare, from improving diagnoses to suggesting
treatments. However, its complex multimodal nature has required human experts to hand-design unorthodox models or
use one-size-fits-all models – an approach that does not scale
as medical data becomes richer. To address this, we proposed
MUFASA to automatically design deep learning architectures that directly account for the uniqueness of different
modalities. Our empirical results have shown (1) MUFASA is
superior to unimodal NAS on MIMIC-III CCS; (2) the discovered MUFASA architectures can outperform commonly used
baseline architectures and transfer improvements to other
EHR tasks; and (3) the effectiveness of MUFASA is derived
from its ability to specifically model various modalities and
find effective fusion strategies. Future work can investigate
applying MUFASA to other types of medical data modalities,
including medical images, waveforms, and genomics.

Ethics
We see this work as being a positive step towards the democratization of AI, as it will allow non-experts to develop machine
learning models for complex multimodal datasets. Although
previous evolutionary NAS works have required hundreds
of GPUs/TPUs to reach state-of-the-art performance on the
most intensely studied academic datasets, we demonstrate
that much less compute can be used (∼ 2 CPU years) to improve performance in applied settings, on very important realworld datasets that do not receive as much attention. Lastly,
we hope our contribution of applying machine learning to
medical datasets helps advance healthcare for all patients. We
only use fully de-identified data from MIMIC-III and follow
the data agreement.
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